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In her 1981 Stanford Law Review article, Carol Rose articulated as a justification for the
historic preservation “vogue”1 a community building rationale that transformed preservation
from an end in itself to a means for community self-definition.2 Procedurally, Rose argued,
preservation laws give communities the power to comment on the direction of development, and
impurity of motive does not weaken the cause of community members who use the tools
preservation law gives them.3 Suppose, she suggested, that the primary concern of neighbors is
avoiding massive construction, and they emphasize history only as an instrument to oppose
change. Such a motive is irrelevant under a rationale that elevates community building and
definition over more traditional goals of aestheticism and patriotism.4 This rationale also would
seem to apply in the circumstance where, recognizing the value of rights and preferences they
must surrender under proposed historic districting, or choosing instead of preservation another
social good, residents oppose restrictive measures imposed on their property at the local level.5
This essay examines Rose’s proposal for the community building possibilities of historic
preservation laws, and inquires what role opposition to preservation plays in that model. It looks
to the reasons why communities might choose unrestricted demolition and unfettered
modification, and offers suggestions for how historic preservation law can better take account of
other community goals. Modern preservation is pliable, no longer strictly the pursuit of keeping
old buildings. “We moved beyond Williamsburg a long time ago,” said Thompson Mayes,
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Carol Rose, Preservation and Community: New Directions in the Law of Historic Preservation, 22 STAN. L. REV.
473, 473 (1981).
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Id. at 478-79.
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Id. at 532.
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See infra text accompanying notes 136-155 for discussion of Warren, Rhode Island; see infra text accompanying
notes 98-113 for examination of neighborhoods in Washington, D.C. For a discussion of areas that are never
designated and concerns about the loss of such properties, see Mark D. Brookstein, When History is History:
Maxwell Street, “Integrity,” and the Failure of Historic Preservation Law, 76 CHI.-K ENT L. REV. 1847, 1863
(2001).
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assistant General Counsel at the National Trust for Historic Preservation.6 Communities
embrace historic preservation for a variety of reasons, including fear of uncontrolled
development,7 importance of local architectural symbols, and stabilization of property values.8
At bottom, the most crucial story that preservation in a community tells is not about an
individual building, but of how residents conceive of local history, what value they place on its
built embodiment, and what regulations they will tolerate in pursuit of preserving it. Taking
account of the centrality of preservation decisions, and recognizing both the malleability of
history and the limitations that three dimensions impose, the credibility of historic preservation
today demands substantial input from neighborhood residents, including dissident voices.
Part I of this essay will explore the various justifications for the historic preservation
regime, taking note of Rose’s three explanations, as well as the theory of origins story, which
borrows from elements of all three justifications. Part II will describe the benefits and burdens
that historic designation in confers on properties, taking note of federal as well as local
programs, and the laws and regulations concerning historic resources in Washington, D.C. This
explanation leads into Part III’s discussion of why communities or individuals might, finding
those benefits and burdens unequally balanced, decide to fight against historic preservation. Part
III reflects both on philosophical objections, such as the difficulty of selecting history, and on
economic concerns such as the effect of preservation on property values and the threat of
gentrification. Part III also examines research on the viability of the economic concerns. Part IV
provides a series of contexts for the theories of opposition to preservation, recalling the
6

Thompson Mayes, Remarks at Historic Preservation: Eyes on Mount Pleasant (Mar. 26, 2007) (notes on file with
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oppose restrictive measures like zoning and historic preservation until change threatens their property, “then they
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See Telephone interview with David Barone, City Plan Department Senior Project Manager (April 26, 2007) (on
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experiences of three neighborhoods in D.C.: Brookland, Shaw, and Mt. Pleasant. Finally, Part V
examines programs implemented elsewhere to include a measure of resident consent in
preservation and suggests problem-solving responses that these other jurisdictions offer D.C.
Community building is indeed the primary goal of modern preservation, but the decision
to become an historic district demands a more democratic procedure. Responding to the concerns
of individuals and groups who value competing social goods over historic preservation, the
preservation movement must expand its inclusiveness in a formal way. This essay recommends
that Washington, D.C. adopt a formal, mail-ballot voting procedure for all property owners in a
proposed historic district. In this way, the community building aspects of historic preservation
law both take account of dissident voices at the local level and, if the designation passes, renders
the residents in the district those responsible for choosing it. According to D.C. Historic
Preservation Review Board (“HPRB”) Chairman Tersh Boasberg, the Board struggles with the
proper course of action when it senses opposition at the local level;9 a neighborhood vote would
move this difficult decision to those living under the preservation regime that designation entails.
Local approval should emanate from a local vote approving the designation. At the least, a vote
provides the appearance of democracy and avoids criticisms of elitism, political entanglement
and paternalism; in the best situation, the process reveals the community’s valuation of
preservation and provides a legitimate basis for enforcement.
I. Justifying Historic Preservation
Rose offers three justifications for the pursuit of preservation. First, she cites the
nineteenth century ideal of preservation as inspiration.10 The reasoning behind many early
preservation crusades centered on a hope for civic education, and the notion that physical
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reminders of a common past facilitate community development.11 In earlier decades, proponents
of this justification hoped to immerse a new immigrant population in American history,12 and the
educational reasoning endures still today. Henry Ford believed children should learn their history
from historical objects,13 and that archives and photographs are insufficient, because “[t]he
shadow simply does not capture the essence of the object.”14 A number of families make
vacations educational with visits to historic sites with promotions that “inevitably . . . feature
awestruck and incredibly well-behaved children, breathing in history.”15 Old buildings are seen
as “living documents”16 capable of communicating a history of place.
The second phase of historic preservation elevated aestheticism and architectural merit,17
preserving buildings as examples of fine design and for their sheer value as beautiful objects. As
Stipe argues, one of the best justifications for preservation is buildings’ intrinsic value as art,
particularly when juxtaposed with “inhuman and grotesque” contemporary construction.18 And
yet, even as early as 1971, Stipe recognized the need for a further justification for historic
preservation, one that Rose would begin to explicate a decade later. He wrote:
[W]e must learn to look beyond our traditional preoccupation with architecture and
history, to break out of our traditionally elitist intellectual and aesthetic mold and to turn
our preservation energies to a broader and more constructive social purpose . . . The
importance of our nostalgic, patriotic and intellectual impulses cannot be denied, but they
are no longer a wholly sufficient motivation for what we are about.19

11

Id. at 482.
This justification endures, albeit with more egalitarian tones. “Whether you’re a working stiff with roots in
Central Falls or a trust-fund child from Watch Hill, a recent immigrant from another state or country, or a lifelong
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This perceived hole in the preservation literature was about to become one of its most interesting,
and vexing, concerns.
The third justification Rose offers for preservation is its use as a tool in community
development.20 Under this theory, the primary rationale of preservation is the strengthening of
community ties and community organization, with preservation laws becoming “part of the
tactical arsenal available to residents as they struggle to retain a modicum of control over the
character of their neighborhoods.”21 Rose indicates that it is not contrary to the communitybuilding view of preservation that local groups “seem at times to act for motives other than pure
interest in history and aesthetics.”22 Preservation in this view becomes more process than goal,
and although history does not provide concrete solutions to housing shortages, discrimination,
and unwanted development, it is capable of contributing to the debate of how to achieve these
goals.23 Collins described a similar need for preservation advocates to relate preservation to
ongoing community concerns like housing, community development, tourism and transportation,
suggesting that preservationists articulate the contributions preservation can make to local
economy, and work with environmental and arts groups concerned about quality of life.24
Within the range of community-building opportunities that preservation can offer, some
concrete possibilities are investment opportunity, increased property values, and neighborhood
stability. Former HUD Secretary Henry Cisneros describes how preservation functions as “assetbased comprehensive community building,” whereby residents organize themselves to identify
the strength of their assets and then use those assets as a basis for community strategies and
20

Rose, supra note 1, at 490-533.
Robert Verrey and Laura Henley, Creation Myths and Zoning Boards: Local Uses of Historic Preservation, in
THE POLITICS OF CULTURE 94 (Brett Williams ed., 1991).
22
Rose, supra note 1, at 532.
23
See Ned Kaufman, Moving Forward: Futures for a Preservation Movement, in GIVING PRESERVATION A
HISTORY: HISTORIES OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION IN THE UNITED STATES 324 (Max Page & Randall Mason eds.,
2004).
24
RICHARD C. COLLINS ET AL., A MERICA’S DOWNTOWNS: GROWTH, POLITICS & PRESERVATION 7 (1991).
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improvements.25 Preservation as a community-building device also operates on a less tangible
level, providing legibility in a built environment and an origins story (or stories) for the people
who live in it. Origins as maintained and relayed through architecture are accessible, for historic
preservation affects more Americans than any other public history endeavor.26 Recognizing the
levels of truth and myth inherent in the telling of history, Verrey and Henley describe how
preservation can become a device for community control.27 Communities can use old buildings
to create an original iconography, formulating “neighborhood creation myths” that anchor the
neighborhood and distinguish it from other places.28 In such myths, varying degrees of truth and
fiction intertwine, but are made material in the three dimensions of the built environment.
II. Benefits and Burdens of Historic Preservation Procedures
This section will describe the rules and benefits that govern historic resources on a
federal and local level, serving as a basis for discussion of the reasons why individuals or
communities sometimes oppose historic designation. Regulation of historic resources comes in
federal and local forms, and governs both individual properties (landmarks) and groups of
properties (historic districts). At the federal level, the National Historic Preservation Act of
196629 (“NHPA”) is the primary law establishing federal preservation policy. The law provides
for the identification and protection of historic resources, including the authorization for the
National Register of Historic Places and the requirement that federal agencies locate, inventory
and nominate properties to the National Register and assume responsibility for preserving them

25

HENRY G. CISNEROS, PRESERVING EVERYBODY’ S HISTORY 14-15 (1996).
Max Page & Randall Mason, Rethinking the Roots of the Historic Preservation Movement, in GIVING
PRESERVATION A H ISTORY, supra note 23. New York University’s Graduate Program in Public History defines
Public History as: “history that is seen, heard, read, and interpreted by a popular audience . . . [and that] belongs to
the public.” New York University, What is Public History?, at
http://www.nyu.edu/gsas/dept/history/public_history/main.htm (last visited April 24, 2007).
27
Verrey & Henley, supra note 21, at 75.
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See id. at 79.
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and finding uses for them. The NHPA also establishes Section 106 review, a process that
provides a layer of protection for National Register eligible properties when federally assisted or
funded activities affect them. Before undertaking such an activity, federal agencies must
consider the effects on historic resources.30 The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
explains, “Section 106 review is your opportunity to alert the Federal Government to the historic
properties you value and to influence decisions about the Federal projects that affect them.”31
A stronger federal preservation law is Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation
Act,32 which authorizes approval of a transportation project involving historic resources only if
there is no prudent and feasible alternative to using that land, and the program includes all
possible planning to minimize harm to the historic resource.33 The requirements of 4(f) are both
procedural and substantive, not just requiring a taking into account, but also requiring affirmative
responses to minimize harm. As one Washington resident noted, “‘Historic District’ means that
you get a chance to say something before they try and tear it down.”34
In D.C., the primary preservation law is the D.C. Historic Landmark and Historic District
Protection Act of 1978.35 The Act declares as a matter of public policy the protection of historic
properties as “in the interests of the health, prosperity and welfare of the people of the District of
Columbia.”36 It goes on to specify the composition and function of the Historic Preservation
Review Board (HPRB), the entity in D.C. responsible for reviewing the designation of districts
and landmarks, and also for reviewing permits for changes to such properties.37 The board is to

30

16 U.S.C. §470f (2007).
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, Protecting Historic Properties: A Citizen’s Guide to Section 106
Review 3 (2002), available at http://www.achp.gov/citizensguide.pdf.
32
49 U.S.C. §303 (2007).
33
49 U.S.C. §303(c) (2007).
34
See Linda Wheeler, Split on Historic Districts, WASH. POST, Aug. 1, 1986, at B1.
35
D.C. Law 2-144 (2007).
36
D.C. CODE ANN. § 6-1101(a) (2007).
37
See id. § 6-1103(c).
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be comprised with a view towards membership representative of D.C., with regard to race, sex,
and geographic distribution.38 Unlike the federal laws discussed above, which stipulate certain
guidelines for the involvement of federal agencies in activities affecting historic resources, local
preservation laws generally regard private actions. Properties in historic districts are restricted as
to additions, demolitions, and renovations to their property, and while materials like wooden
windows are acceptable, others, like vinyl siding, are disallowed.39 Before a demolition permit
may issue for an historic landmark or a building in an historic district, the Mayor must publish a
notice in the District of Columbia Register,40 and the Mayor shall not permit the issuance of a
demolition permit unless it is “necessary in the public interest” or failure to issue will cause
“unreasonable economic hardship.”41 The Mayor can hold a public hearing on issue of new
construction in historic district42 and also on conceptual review application.43
For designation of historic properties, D.C.’s regulations stipulate that “the views of
property owners and the general public are essential to informed decisionmaking in the historic
preservation process”44 and that officially adopted written views of Advisory Neighborhood
Commissions, responsible for representing the views of their constituents, “shall be accorded
great weight” in the preservation process.45 The designation hearing is open to the public and the
HPRB receives information and public comment on applications for historic landmark and
district designations.46 On a local level, then, the requirements of D.C.’s preservation law
provide numerous opportunities for public input. Residents may appear at public hearings to

38

Id. § 6-1103(b).
See D.C. MUN. REGS. Tit. 10A, §2302.4 (2007).
40
See D.C. CODE A NN. §6-1104(a) (2007).
41
Id. §6-1104(e).
42
See id. 6-1107(e).
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See id § 6-1108.01(g).
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D.C. MUN. REGS. Tit. 10A, §110.1 (2007).
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46
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comment on proposed historic district designations, they can express their concerns to their ANC
Commissioner, or attend HPRB meetings. Unlike other jurisdictions, however, D.C.
preservation law does not require a formal resident vote and resident approval is not legally
necessary for the implementation of an historic district.
III. Opposition to Historic Preservation
Even with the protections and tools for citizen use that federal and local law provide, a
number of reasons, in addition to popular property rights concerns, motivate opposition to
historic preservation. This array of reasons for opposing preservation highlights the need, in
modern, community building preservation law, for procedures that contain space for these
objections. This section will discuss the varied reasons for individual and group opposition to
historic designation, examining objections both philosophical and economic.
Some view preservation as “an elitist situation—wealthy women puttering around, little
old ladies in tennis shoes getting involved with something that made them feel good,”47 and
assume uncritically that preservation is bad for the economy, anti-business, and an exercise in
taste policing.48 As Verrey and Henley explain, for some communities, the cost of historic
preservation might simply be judged too much to bear,49 and unless residents perceive an
imminent force threatening the survival of their community, individuals are unlikely to endorse
historic designation and its concomitant call for relinquishment of some property control.50 This
judgment can become particularly likely when the residents in a proposed historic district view
the honored history as one separate from theirs: “[o]thers’ pasts are interesting, curious, and
47

Karen A. Davis, A Conversation with: Frederick Williamson, Historic Preservationist, PROVIDENCE JOURNALBULLETIN, Dec. 29, 1998, at 1C. Williamson is Rhode Island’s longest-serving State Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO). See id. Rose notes that “modern preservationists appear . . . defensive about any attribution of
preservation to “little old ladies.” Rose, supra note 1, at n. 25.
48
See Thompson Mayes, Preservation Law and Public Policy: Balancing Priorities and Building an Ethic, in A
RICHER H ERITAGE: HISTORIC PRESERVATION IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY 160 (Robert A. Stipe ed., 2003).
49
See Verrey & Henley, supra note 21, at 78.
50
See id. at 95.
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possibly fascinating but not something to abrogate the sacredness of private property for, not
even necessarily a reason to obey laws protecting cultural resources for and of all the people on
public lands.”51 As a result of opposition in various locales, preservation ordinances have been
repealed,52 historic district boundaries have shrunk,53 preservation departments have adopted
informal policies of not designating without owner consent,54 and other local ordinances provide
differential procedures for whether or not owners have given consent to designation.55
One important philosophical concern originates in the difficulty of selecting a history.
Many historians consider their field a fluid concept, but the physical embodiment of historic
structures makes it impossible to represent the arc of built history on any site. Guidelines drafted
to ensure compatibility among an historic district’s structures necessarily must choose a time
period and building style, or risk such ambiguity as to render themselves obsolete. Neighborhood
history rarely develops in a single trajectory, usually resembling more of what Lindgren calls the
“dendrochronology” of a neighborhood.56 Rose notes that every event is history, and views of
historic significance alter with shifting social interests, but the physically weighted field of
preservation risks telling an uninformed, abridged version of a neighborhood’s true history. For

51

Don D. Fowler, Conserving American Archaeological Resources, in A MERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY: PAST AND
FUTURE 152 (David Meltzer et al. eds., 1986).
52
Owosso, Michigan repealed its historic district ordinance in 2001. See Lawrence W. Reed, Ideas and
Consequences: Beware the History Police, THE FREEMAN: I DEAS ON LIBERTY V. 52 No. 7 (July 2002) available at
http://www.fee.org/publications/the-freeman/article.asp?aid=4254; see also Brian D. Conway, Duty to Preserve
History Lies with Cities, LANSING STATE JOURNAL, July 28, 2005, at 11A. Monterey, Virginia also repealed its
historic district ordinance in 2002. See L.M. Schwartz, Precedent-Setting Victory for Property Rights, Property
Rights Foundation of America, at http://prfamerica.org/HistoricDistrictAbolished.html (last visited April 27, 2007).
53
For example, historic district boundaries in Mount Shasta, California were shrunk from 150,000 acres to 19,000
acres in 1994. See Michelle Berditschevsk, Seeking Solutions Short of a Lawsuit, SAVE MOUNT SHASTA (1997-98),
available at http://www.mountshastaecology.org/11mountshasta08fallwnt97seekingsolutions.html#bg.
54
See, e.g., New Mexico Historic Preservation Division, Process for Nominating and Listing Properties in the State
Register of Cultural Properties, at http://www.nmhistoricpreservation.org/PROGRAMS/registers_app.html (last
visited April 27, 2007).
55
See Mayes, supra note 48, at 160. See, e.g., DURANGO, COLO. LAND U SE AND DEVELOPMENT CODE, Art. 5 §5-43(b) (2007), available at http://www.coloradohistory-oahp.org/publications/pubs/1325.pdf.
56
James M. Lindgren, “A Spirit That Fires the Imagination:” Historic Preservation and Cultural Regeneration in
Virginia and New England, 1850-1950, in GIVING PRESERVATION A H ISTORY, supra note 23, at 127.
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example, Newsom alludes to the “true history of Georgetown,” which was an integrated history
“until the preservationists’ interest in it,” at which point he argues the black elements of that
history became excluded.57
Additionally, preservation faces the challenge of dealing with undesirable pasts, and its
own exclusionary history. This history lies in “perpetuating limited notions of American identity
and using history to perpetuate white supremacy by keeping sites of African-American and
immigrant importance off of the National Register for years.”58 Newsom recollects the slave
builders of many Southern homes that preservationists eagerly restore,59 and one wonders
whether the history embodied in those buildings is so painful as to render their preservation
insulting, or such an important lesson that their resuscitation should be a paramount goal. At the
same time that such buildings represent a shameful part of American history, a reckoning with
this history of exclusion provides the preservation movement with the opportunity to be part of
the reevaluation and re-definition of American history.60 As in many contexts of the debate on
preservation, what matters is whose priorities govern the decision to preserve or demolish.
For some communities and cultures, preserving old structures may not be the ideal
approach to commemoration of the past. Lowenthal argues that preservation is not the only or the
best means of celebrating ethnic heritage and diversity, with worship, food, and art serving as
more distinctive emblems of minority communities than their built landscape.61 For cultures that
do not build to last and preserve their history instead with intangible folkways that honor

57

Michael deHaven Newsom, Blacks and Historic Preservation, LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 424 (1971).
Page & Mason, supra note 26, at 15.
59
Newsom, supra note 57, at 424.
60
See Page & Mason, supra note 26, at 15.
61
See BARTHEL, supra note 13, at 24.
58
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ancestors by teaching and learning old crafts and methods, American preservation offers little.62
In working-class neighborhoods, too, preservation of old homes is not always attractive to
residents. Frequently, the houses’ builders were very unlike their current residents and
“[h]eritage to them is more likely to mean folkways . . . than finished artifact.”63
Meaningful though the philosophical concerns are, opposition also may generate in
reservations about its economic effects. One of the most prevalent charges against the
preservation movement—Rose said it may be the movement’s albatross64—is the issue of
affordability and displacement as bound up with gentrification. For present purposes, we will
consider gentrification as the phenomenon of increased demand by upper income people for
housing in a neighborhood, and the consequences their interest has for the local economy.65 Two
primary factors focus the discussion on gentrification: first, the effect of historic district
designation on property values, and second, and consequently, the relationship between historic
district designation and displacement of current residents. The central question is, if
gentrification causes property values to rise, and rising property values cause people to move
because of higher property taxes, unrefusable offers to purchase, or increased rents, what effect
does historic district designation have on that process?66 The other side of this question is, if
historic district designation depresses property values instead of raising them, does designation
foreclose a community from accruing the benefits of new investment and gentrification?

62

See David Lowenthal, The Heritage Crusade and Its Contradictions, in GIVING PRESERVATION A HISTORY, supra
note 23, at 30. In China, for example, old works are demolished to make way for the new, and “[m]emory of art, not
its physical persistence, suffuses awareness and spurs new artistic creation.” Id. at 31.
63
Id. at 31.
64
Rose, supra note 1, at 478.
65
See J. Peter Byrne, Remarks at Historic Preservation: Eyes on Mount Pleasant (Mar. 26, 2007) (notes on file with
author).
66
Eric W. Allison, Gentrification and Historic Districts: Public Policy Considerations in the Designation of Historic
Districts in New York City 29 (2005) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University) (on file with author).
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On the issue of property values and historic district designation, studies have been
somewhat inconclusive.67 Studies in various states during the 1990s and 2000s have shown,
variously, increased property values in historic districts, no appreciable difference in designated
properties, and a few showed mixed results, with property values rising in some historic districts
but not in others.68 A study in D.C. showed a 7% increase in property values in Georgetown
following its designation as an historic district.69 The historic district in Alexandria showed a
32% annual increase between 1970 and 1977, while the citywide rate was about 15%.70
Yet, Galveston’s historic district prices grew more slowly at 11% than the 28% citywide
growth rate between 1974 and 1977,71 and a Chicago study covering the period from 1960 to
1986 indicated an increase in National Register districts but not city-designated districts. The
authors of the study concluded that National Register listing’s lower level of regulation, as
contrasted with the specific regulatory restrictions of the local district, explained the difference.72
In D.C., a 1989 study compared historic districts to similar neighborhoods that were older,
predominantly residential, but not designated. Over two four-year periods, property values in DC
overall declined, but in two of the three historic districts there was less decline than the city as a
whole. The control districts suffered greater declines than the city average.73 Rypkema explains
that sometimes properties in historic districts appreciate much faster than values in the

67

Allison notes that it still may be early to read the true results of historic district designations, most of which were
established following the 1978 Penn Central decision. See id.
68
Id. at 29.
69
Id. at 26.
70
Id.
71
Id.
72
Id. at 29.
73
DENNIS E. GALE, THE I MPACT OF HISTORIC DISTRICT DESIGNATION IN WASHINGTON, D.C. 5 (1989), available at
http://www.gwu.edu/~cwas/newpubs/GALE1989.PDF; see Linda Wheeler, Study: Property Values Level in Historic
Districts, WASH. POST, Sept. 23, 1989.
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community as a whole, citing studies from Georgia and Texas.74 He argues too that “[t]he idea
that historic districts reduce property values is blatantly untrue” and that no single study has
demonstrated reduced property values in historic districts.75 Citing a study of Alexandria,
Galveston, Savannah and Seattle, Rypkema explains that reinvestment in historic buildings also
reinforces the value of existing real estate assets as rehabilitation of older properties increases the
value of adjacent buildings.76 This mix of data does indicate a tendency towards greater price
increases in historic districts, but it is quite possible that the price trends existed prior to
designation.
Preservationists focus on the complexities in gentrification and are quick to note that
preservation alone is never alone the cause of such a process. “Gentrification,” note Cofresi and
Radtke, “is an almost inevitable consequence of neighborhood recycling, whether or not the
reuse of old buildings is called ‘preservation.’”77 Rypkema focuses on the existing, affordable
housing that older structures provide and argues that, at the least, we know that newly
constructed buildings are too expensive for low-income residents.78 Smith and Williams assert
that the residential rehabilitation aspect of gentrification is just one part of a broader restructuring
involving the redevelopment of urban waterfronts, the urban exit of factories, the rise of hotel
and convention complexes, and the emergence of modern retail and restaurant districts.79 Cities
change, and gentrification, so this argument goes, is but a particularly visible embodiment of a

74

See DONOVAN D. RYPKEMA, THE ECONOMICS OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION: A COMMUNITY LEADER’S GUIDE 3940 (2005).
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Id. at 39-43.
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See id. at 55.
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HERITAGE, supra note 48, at 149.
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Williams eds., 1986).
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more widespread social phenomenon.80 The difficulty is that without knowing how much
displacement would occur without gentrification, one cannot assume that any observed
displacement is due to gentrification;81 the same conundrum applies to historic designation.
On a broader level, a number of potential neighborhood benefits suggest gentrification is
not utterly antithetical to community development. First, gentrification can normalize
commercial activity after decades of disinvestment, bringing new residents whose demands, such
as a supermarket with fresh produce, can benefit existing residents as well.82 Highly educated
newcomers are unlikely to fill the jobs that the opening of new shops creates.83 Second, renewed
interest can be a benefit to existing residents in gentrifying neighborhoods, particularly for
homeowners. The process of “upgrading” provides upward mobility to neighborhood residents
without requiring a move to the suburbs or white neighborhoods.84 For lower-income
homeowners who sell their homes, their decision to sell suggests that rather than a failure to
“think the decision through,”85 their decision to move may be the payout they need to secure a
preferable living situation elsewhere. Low homeownership rates in some gentrifying
neighborhoods of course render both of these benefits less prevalent and less powerful.86
In relation to concerns of gentrification (which henceforth we shall consider
presumptively bad for the sake of argument) as spurred by historic designation, the data is mixed
on the issue of links between gentrification and displacement, the feared result of this conceptual
80
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web. As Byrne notes, “Everyone agrees that displacement occurs, but some disagree about its
definition and size.”87 A 2004 study evinces little empirical evidence demonstrating the
magnitude of the relationship between gentrification and displacement,88 showing instead that
poor residents and those without a college education are less likely to move if they reside in
gentrifying neighborhoods.89 Fein, though, argues that efforts to conserve historic architecture
could impose displacement costs on the lower-income people to whom the stock trickled down90
as landlords sell their buildings to people who will convert them to condominiums or impose rent
increases. 91 This results in a contradiction of historic authenticity: modern communities may be
destroyed in the process of restoring the past.92 In D.C., though, these concerns hold less weight.
Rent control laws specifically cover older properties—those built before 1975—and cap the
annual percentage increase a landlord can impose on rents.93 Further, insofar as a landlord
selling to a condominium developer is the fear, the Tenant Opportunity to Purchase Act94 acts as
a check on that tactic. This provision provides residents of a building to purchase the building
that their landlord is planning to sell. Of course, plenty of tenants fail to organize and secure
funding to purchase their building, but this provision is nevertheless a threat to landlords hoping
to flip their properties.
Nearly as important as the data, though, which offer no obvious map of the complicated
relationship between historic designation, affordability, gentrification and displacement, is the
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perception of a connection. Newsom cites a phenomenon he calls the Georgetown syndrome as a
reason why minorities ought to oppose historic preservation.95 Up through the 1930s, over forty
percent of Georgetown’s residents were black, but when developers began rehabilitating the area,
existing residents could not turn down the prices offered, so that by 1950 most black residents of
Georgetown had moved elsewhere.96 Newsom argues that the Georgetown syndrome
exemplifies yet another moment where whites decided what was best for black residents, and
explains that when minority residents move, there is no place for them to go.97 With the
Georgetown story in mind, it is not difficult to trace perceived links between historic designation
and displacement, or to understand how mixed data fails to make these fears less compelling.
IV. Opposition to Historic District Designation in Washington, D.C.
This section tells three local stories of opposition in varying degrees from Washington,
D.C. First, we will look at Brookland, where anti-preservationist community members derailed
an effort to designate an historic district in the neighborhood. Then we will turn to Shaw and
hear the concerns of a concerned community member about the effects of historic district
designation in Shaw and worries about affordability and over-regulation. Finally, this section
will examine recent occurrences in the Mount Pleasant neighborhood, where apprehension about
accessibility and affordability have given rise to thoughts of de-designation. Feelings of
exclusion are a common theme among these neighborhood tales, evidencing the need for historic
preservation law that better elicits and listens to dissident voices.
A. Brookland
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For decades, Brookland, a community in Northeast Washington, D.C., has had the
distinction of existing as an interracial, if not always integrated, neighborhood.98 In 1946,
Florence Weaver reported that her family had moved to Brookland in 1896, and that white
families at the time invited them to the Brookland Baptist Church and the school, but that the
interracial friendships ceased when white residents eventually began to favor segregation.99
Brookland is a place of significant community involvement and relative stability. By the 1920s,
the Brookland Citizens’ Association, organized in the 1890s, had over five hundred members
and had achieved city-wide influence.100 “To most people of Brookland,” Nikkel notes, “the
neighborhood represents an air of permanence.”101 He described the neighbors’ perception of
Brookland as a place where trees still abound and “change occurs slowly.”102
Today, Historic Brookland Main Street Board Chair Lavinia Wohlfarth describes the
middle-class composition of the neighborhood, noting that in contrast to other parts of the city
where people walk with coffee cups, people in Brookland have coffee at home.103 The perception
of gradual change seems to have inspired gradual change.104 Brookland also has a history of
opposing unwanted development, with residents having effectively fought the removal of more
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than 200 Brookland houses as part of a freeway project through the neighborhood.105 In 1978,
residents successfully fought demolition of the historic Brooks Mansion, the Greek revival Col.
Brooks built, which had been acquired by Metro to be a part of the Brookland station facilities.106
Brookland’s collection of historic structures logically brought about discussions of
historic district designation, a moment when things in Brookland turned contentious. Wohlfarth
speaks disappointedly of efforts she and others in the neighborhood made in 2005 to secure
historic district designation for Brookland.107 She and her colleagues made grass-roots efforts
with slide presentations, and neighbors, she said, were happy to learn about the history of their
community and proud of their heritage.108 Then, at the first Advisory Neighborhood
Commissioner meeting to discuss the possibility of historic district designation, Wohlfarth faced
an “uproar” in response to what Wohlfarth called misinformation that had been widely
distributed just prior to the meeting. “We were blindsided,” she said.109 Leading the antipreservationist cause was Brookland resident and soon-to-be City Council candidate Carolyn
Steptoe. “My continued opposition to historic designation as the primary strategy used for urban
revitalization is based on the displacement of residents and disparate city services that routinely
occurs,” Steptoe wrote,110 and argued at the meeting that zoning provides adequate protections
against unwelcome development. Following a standing ovation for her speech, Brookland
residents in attendance voted by a show of hands—overwhelmingly against designation.111
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Misinformation or exercise of choice between competing social goods? Wohlfarth
focused on the wrong information that was distributed, including that historic preservation limits
choice of paint colors for houses; Steptoe focused on affordability and what she found to be
insufficient community participation in the process.112 The common concern between these two
women seems to be control over the fate of the community—whether in the decision making
process or future development. Wohlfarth noted that Brookland is home to 25,000 people, many
of whom do not know about historic preservation, and do not necessarily care to know or have
the time to learn.113 Nevertheless, she feels the need to protect the community where she was
raised, along with the homes of her neighbors who are not involved in preservation, from the fate
of demolition. Although Brookland qualifies under historic district designation criteria, strong
opposition severely complicates the process. Forcing district designation could risk destroying
the basis for and enforcement of historic preservation law.
B. Shaw: Slum Historique
Ray Milefsky purchased his house in 1986 for under $50,000.114 It is located in what is
now the Shaw Historic District, and it has been designated a contributing property.115 The Shaw
neighborhood, consisting mostly of two to three story single-family homes, is roughly bounded
by M Street NW to the south, New Jersey Avenue NW to the east, Florida Avenue NW to the
north, and 11th Street NW to the West.116 Milefsky spent years renovating his house, piece by
piece. He remained in this house when AIDS took away many of his new gay neighbors, and
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stayed on when the crack epidemic swept the streets of Shaw. He stayed because he enjoys the
“live and let live” tradition of the neighborhood, but also its strong neighborly ties. He knows his
neighbors, greets the adults he passes, and asks a young girl sitting on the hood of a car what
she’s up to. Milefsky, whose painted mural on the corner gave Shaw its nickname, “Slum
Historique,” has bookcases filled with books on Washington history. Photographs in his home
show what his neighborhood used to look like—the buildings that the Convention Center
replaced and an ornate school that was demolished. Walking around his block, he points to
where an in-fill home used to sit, and where a newer building was built before Shaw’s historic
designation, propped up on the old Victorian beside it and unable to stand on its own. Milefsky
says he would be upset if developers constructed a luxury high-rise. He speaks proudly of how
Shaw fought Urban Renewal and escaped the fate of “another Southwest” of sterile towers.117
But something about historic preservation vexes Milefsky. He says preservation should
mean sharing, ideas, and community, not the intrusion of an outside group into architects’ design
decisions. He points to a door on his pantry and some windows facing out on his small backyard.
“My neighbors gave me those,” he says, and in exchange he cooked them dinner. He considers
oral history essential too, as “part and parcel of historic preservation—who lived in the
neighborhood and what the dynamics were.” Milefsky likes the federal protections that historic
districts receive against highways barreling through their neighborhood, and appreciates as well
the massing controls that local preservation review offers, but is concerned about issues he
considers subjective. “Don’t sweat the small stuff,” is his message to HPRB. This comment
supports one historian’s observation that:
[w]hile preservationists debate problems of authenticity, integrity, architectural quality,
stylistic purity, and significance, citizens seem to worry more about the loss of character,
117
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pleasure, or usefulness in the places they inhabit and love, of the ability to recall the past
in them, of being forced to leave them.118
Milefsky has pulled records and traced histories. He knows which architect built his house and
can recite past uses of nearby buildings. He related a story of a contributing building that was
nevertheless condemned, then lamented the loss of its basement-level jazz club where Billie
Holliday used to sing. His attitude suggests that while he agrees with the big-picture goals of
preservation, the obsession with authenticity is inappropriate in a neighborhood that has always
been middle- and working-class.119 Furthermore, he finds the preservation process needlessly
time-consuming and procedurally opaque. He feels the designation was “forced on us,” partly
due to the actions of the Area Neighborhood Commissioner, and since then has witnessed a
number of frustrated property owners entangled with the HPRB over long periods of time.120
C. Mount Pleasant
Roughly bounded by 16th Street NW on the east, Harvard Street NW on the south, Rock
Creek Park on the west, and Piney Branch Park on the north, the Mount Pleasant area had its
origins as a village built by New Englanders, and many 19th century residents kept cows and
chickens on their property.121 Today, the area contains a mix of residential architecture, including
Colonial Revival mansions, beautiful apartment buildings, and rowhouses.122 First proposed in
1982, Mount Pleasant’s historic district status was withheld until 1986, having been delayed by
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citizen concerns about escalating rents, speculation and property taxes.123 Recently, a
Washington Post article about the denial of a permit for a wheelchair ramp124 helped to reignite
neighborhood tensions over the issue of preservation.
On March 26, the Advisory Neighborhood Commissioner for the Mount Pleasant
neighborhood hosted a public meeting to discuss issues of historic preservation in the
neighborhood. Rev. Jim Dickerson, founder of D.C. nonprofit affordable housing developer
Manna, Inc., brought some critical arguments to the table. He described how his organization has
worked “ . . . okay” with the HPRB and expressed concern that while historic preservation
imposes rules, it fails to provide funds to enable compliance with them.125 He lamented that the
historic district designation was “not a community process, and there were a lot of people whose
voices weren’t heard.”126 Expressing concern for people who cannot afford custom work or
historically accurate windows, Dickerson at one point looked around the room and said, “it’s not
low income people in here.”127 Some Mt. Pleasant residents have discussed the possibility of dedesignation, for which the D.C. statute does not provide. “If these regulations are not serving the
residents well, then we ought to be able to undo that decision of 20 years ago,” wrote ANC
Commissioner Jack McKay.128
V. Community-Building Alternatives
Uniting the stories from Brookland, Shaw, and Mount Pleasant is a pervading unease
with the process of historic designation in D.C. Steptoe voiced concern that the community’s
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voice had not been heard, then spurred her own informal vote which shut down, at least
temporarily, the possibility of district designation. Milefsky prefaced his HPRB statement in
support of a neighbor’s new construction with a statement that historic districting was “forced on
us,” and said later that it essentially occurred overnight.129 Dickerson bewailed the missing
voices in the initial discussion of designation in Mount Pleasant; other attendees at the meeting
were worried about lacking public knowledge of what preservation means and implies, as well as
perceived harshness of the regulations. Whether these concerns are based in truth matters less
than that they perceived as being so; because, at its core, preservation regulates the way things
look, it is “singularly vulnerable to the charge of arbitrariness.”130
A number of responses accommodate anti-preservationist sentiments, including the
“Regulations-Lite”131 approach of neighborhood conservation areas, which tailors regulations to
local preferences and goals, but risks weakening the power of more stringent standards.132 In
part, argues Mayes, the trend towards flexibility and the use of conservation districts “is simply
an acknowledgment of what the community will politically tolerate in terms of regulation.”133
Conservation areas are problematic, though, because while they provide design review they
frequently offer no brake on demolition.134 This section will explore some of the strongest
programs for measuring resident approval of the decision to designate an historic district,
examining first the voluntary historic district implemented in Warren, Rhode Island, then turning
to statutes in Connecticut and New Hampshire that carve out space for opposition to
preservation, whether by requiring a vote to implement designation or providing a de-designation
129
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remedy.135 These laws and regulations represent crucial compromises that facilitate the
development of historic preservation as a community-building pursuit.
A. The Voluntary Historic District: Warren, Rhode Island
Warren, Rhode Island, a coastal town of 11,360 with a median annual income of
$41,285,136 witnessed strong property rights opposition following the proposal of designating an
historic district eight years ago.137 Realizing the challenges of implementing an historic district
designation in the face of such opposition, but recognizing the threat of loss for the town’s
impressive collection of historic structures, town officials appointed a committee of volunteers to
investigate the possibility of compromise.138 The Committee developed a proposal for a
voluntary historic district, which was adopted into law. Today, in Warren, property owners may
volunteer to join the historic district and thereafter abide by its rules regarding renovations and
demolition. Under its guidelines and regulations, implemented in 1999,139 participants receive
real estate tax credits up to 20% of the cost of exterior restoration and a waiver of “all
appropriate construction permit fees.”140 An additional state tax credit of 20% of the cost of
exterior restoration is also available, and commercial properties can receive greater tax credits.141
Properties must be 100 years or older and can be owner- or non-owner-occupied.142
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Generally, the program has been successful. “We have not heard of any negative
feedback regarding the program,” Vice-Chair Edward Theberge noted. “And the Town Council
always speaks favorably about the program and our committee.”143 Chairman General Richard
Valente gave a presentation last year at the Rhode Island Historic Preservation conference and
there was “not an empty seat in the house, so there is a lot of interest in our novel approach to
historic preservation.”144 During the first four years of the program, thirty-six properties
participated for a total of $355,000 in repairs and maintenance with tax credits of $61,000
issued.145 One participant recalls Milefsky’s observation of what community development should
be. Richard Flynn, a homeowner who repaired his crumbling front steps for $780 and received a
tax credit of $156, noted that a committee member gave him the bricks for the work.146 The twopage application form has no fee, is reviewed within thirty days of filing, and requires no
personal financial information.147 The WVHDC pamphlet includes information on three local
businesses that can assist participants with finding all of the necessary materials and workers.148
Despite these successes, though, the voluntary nature of the program keeps some
properties beyond the reach of regulation. Theberge recalls changes made to some properties,
including the addition of a second floor to a one floor Cape Cod style home, installation of a
mansard roof to a three-story commercial and residential property, and complete transformation
of a residential property beginning with cosmetic changes and culminating with structural rot.149
Some properties more than a century old have been demolished, their owners not having joined
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the Voluntary District.150 The frailty of the voluntary historic district also is surfacing in a
development conflict. The American Tourister suitcase company, founded in Rhode Island in
1932, was once the workplace of many Portuguese-American women who worked over stitching
machines.151 A February 5, 2007 hearing on a proposal to redevelop the American Tourister
complex exposed concerns about scale, effects on the neighborhood, and demolition of several
buildings on the site.152 This meeting “packed the council chamber in Town Hall and stretched
late into the night as residents questioned representatives of [the developer].”153 Although
participation is available in this case because of zoning issues, the voluntary nature of the historic
district means the residents’ arsenal of control tactics contains one less check on development.
Theberge opines that a proposal for mandatory historic district designation today would
still meet with resident opposition, but not to the degree witnessed the first time.154 Valente
agrees that the program has been quite successful as an appropriate compromise between
competing goals of preservation and property rights. “Not perfect,” he wrote. “[But] [t]his is
Warren, in Rhode Island, in New England, and you’re going to tell me I need to do what with my
property[?]”155 Warren’s experience with preservation has important lessons for other
communities, even where opposition originates in different concerns. Mixing financial incentives
with voluntary participation, the town has developed a compromise that listens to concerns about
over-regulation and yet still provides a mechanism for preserving historic structures.
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B. Voting for and Against Preservation: Connecticut and New Hampshire
A second form of accommodating historic preservation opposition is in owner consent or
owner objection provisions in local historic preservation ordinances. Connecticut’s statutes
contain such a provision, first requiring the historic district study committee to hold a public
hearing on the establishment of a proposed historic district, and then requiring that ballots be
mailed to each owner of real property to be included in the proposed historic district.156 Notice of
the balloting must be published in a substantially circulated local newspaper at least twice.157 If
two-thirds of all property owners voting cast affirmative votes, the legislative body of the
municipality shall, by majority vote, enact an ordinance to create and provide for the historic
district’s operation, reject the committee report, or return the report for amendments.158 Thus, the
statute positions two-thirds owner approval as a precondition to designation of an historic
district, but preserves for the governing review board the possibility of rejecting the designation
altogether. Nevertheless, this means that a neighborhood cannot be designated as an historic
district unless, at the least, two-third of voting property owners vote in favor of designation.
In New Haven, Connecticut, City Plan Department Senior Project Manager David Barone
explained that the voting requirement of Connecticut’s statute has led to situations where
proposed historic district designation has not been approved. Primarily, he explained, opposition
to preservation is based on property rights concerns, with “a fair number of people active in the
process who have real reservations about giving up prerogatives about doing what they want
with their houses.” Sometimes, a negative vote leads preservationists to compromise with
156
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borders of the proposed district. In the proposed Quinnipiac River historic district, primarily a
middle- and working-class neighborhood, the Historic District Commission initially proposed a
large swath years ago, and the proposed district was approved as a National Register of Historic
Places district but not as a local historic district. In response Barone explained, preservationists
re-jiggered the boundaries and made it smaller, which was approved. Overall, Barone finds the
program successful as an apt gauge of community concerns on the issue of preservation; he was
surprised to learn that historic designation elsewhere does not require a vote of property owners.
“The process is rigorous,” he said. “We mail ballots to all property owners, give them return
envelopes, and make it about as easy as possible. As their interests are so directly affected, the
participation level is high.” He said that when a district designation passes, the fact that twothirds of a property owner’s neighbors voted for it convinces her that she is not being singled out.
The super-majority requirement is a high hurdle and “it must be pretty popular to pass.”159
In New Hampshire, preservation laws require resident support in two formal ways:
residents are responsible for establishing an historic district, and residents may petition for its
abolition thereafter. The relevant New Hampshire statute provides that the local legislative body
of a town “shall determine the manner in which a zoning ordinance, historic district ordinance, or
a building code is established and amended.”160 Typically held at town meetings, votes for the
creation of HDCs place responsibility for historic designation in the hands of the town’s
legislative body, which is frequently the townspeople.161 In addition to the vote requirement for
the establishment of an HDC, New Hampshire law also provides for a bookend to voluntary
establishment: abolition of an historic district. Anywhere in New Hampshire, any established
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historic district may be abolished upon the occurrence of certain events.162 Upon petition of
twenty-five voters, the historic district commission must hold two public hearings at least fifteen
days apart on the proposal to abolish the historic district.163 Following the hearings, the proposal
for abolition is inserted in the warrant of a town meeting, and upon a vote of 2/3 of the members
of the local legislative body present and voting, the historic district shall be abolished.164
Infrequently used,165 the statute providing for historic district abolition was nevertheless
invoked in 1980 in Sanbornton, New Hampshire, a town forty miles north of Manchester with a
population of 2581.166 Initiated by Zoning Board Chairman Jean Surowiec, the movement to
abolish Sanbornton’s historic district, which had been established by a super-majority vote in the
mid-1960s.167 Surowiec assembled a petition of twenty-five residents who opposed the historic
district designation and expressed her opposition in terms of privacy invasion. “As a resident of
Sanbornton, I am invading my neighbors’ privacy by controlling the style of their homes,” she
said. “I want to be out of that business.”168 Deputy State Historic Preservation Officer Linda
Wilson explained at the time that this process was how preservation in New Hampshire ought to
function. “No one is imposing rules on Sanbornton, the rules should reflect Sanbornton’s wishes
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as expressed by those who vote and participate in town government,” she said.169 As required by
statute, Sanbornton followed the proper procedure for public hearings and placed the petition for
abolition on the warrant for the town meeting, and passage of the article for abolition would have
required a super-majority vote.170 At the meeting, though, Sanbornton voters voted almost 2-1 to
retain the historic district.171
Despite vast differences between bucolic towns like Sanbornton, Gilmanton, and Bristol
and the densely populated neighborhoods of Washington, D.C., preservation in New Hampshire
offers vital lessons for D.C. in terms of participation and credibility. Although these towns do not
face the same development pressures, concerns of gentrification, or scarcity of space that
frequently motivate urban opposition to preservation endeavors, New Hampshire is a fiercely
libertarian place where, one would imagine, if residents disapproved of encroachments on their
property rights, they would vote against initial designations or petition for abolition. Wilson
suggests that New Hampshire law’s provision for an exit may make an historic district more
palatable. “Although the evidence is only anecdotal, in the conversations I’ve had over the years
with communities considering a historic district, knowing that it could be reversed gave people
more comfort about promoting it and accepting it initially . . . a ‘test drive,’ one might say,”
Wilson observed.172 The underutilization of New Hampshire’s abolition statute does not render
it obsolete—preservation in the state likely owes its success to the voting requirement for
adoption and the possibility of abolition.
C. Legal Criticism and Response: The Issue of Owner Consent
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Mayes argues that property owner consent requirements frequently appeal to
neighborhood residents as fair, owner consent provisions may be unlawful delegations of legal
authority from local government to the public.173 These concerns are misguided. Courts have
come to different conclusions on the issue of neighbor consent to land use restrictions or waivers,
but the central concerns of those cases do not apply in the case of historic district designation.
One early case, City of Chicago v. Stratton,174 found that an ordinance requiring consent from a
majority of neighbors to locating a livery stable in the neighborhood was not delegation of the
city council’s power to direct the location and use of livery stables.175 Addressing concerns that
the arrangement would permit citywide blocking of livery stables, the court said that because the
residence districts were clearly defined, and the city council had power of total prohibition of
livery stables in those districts, it could impose such conditions in relation to that area as it saw
fit.176 In Eubank v. City of Richmond, the Supreme Court invalidated an ordinance providing
that whenever the owners of two-thirds of the property abutting on a street petitioned the city’s
committee on streets to establish a building line, the committee would do so, and would not issue
a permit for construction of any building on the street that did not comply with the line.177 When
petitioner’s previously obtained construction permit was later invalidated under this provision,
the Court found the ordinance an improper delegation because it offered no standard for use.178
An historic district designation vote, however, differs from the standardless constructionpermitting process of Eubank. A more analogous situation arose in the Supreme Court in
Thomas Cusack Co. v. City of Chicago,179 decided in 1917. In Cusack, a Chicago city ordinance
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made it unlawful for anyone to erect a billboard in a residential block without the consent of
owners owning a majority of the property on the street.180 The petitioner argued that the
ordinance would work a denial of equal protection and deprive it of due process181 because rather
than a valid exercise by the city of the power to control billboards, the ordinance delegates
legislative power to the owners of property on the block.182 The Court disagreed, with Justice
Clarke explaining that an ordinance is valid unless the record shows it is unreasonable and
arbitrary.183 The Court characterized the ordinance as one by which the complaining party cannot
be injured, but may be benefited, for without it, prohibition of billboards would be absolute.184
Like the ordinance in Cusack, a provision stating that an historic district may be adopted
only with the vote or consent of a majority of residents of the proposed district places in the
hands of residents a tool to make a rule less restrictive. In D.C.’s preservation ordinance, which
contains no consent or vote provision, use of the more restrictive option is a governmental
decision (which does take account of public opinion at hearings and from ANCs, but not in a
formal vote). Adopting a vote procedure would not delegate that power to residents, but rather
carve out a possibility for residents deciding to waive the regulation imposition. Without such a
provision, a neighborhood can be designated as historic; with it, neighbors have the power to
escape designation and preserve a greater latitude of property rights.
Additionally, courts’ concerns about the ability of neighbors to prevent one property
owner from a particular use185 are inapposite here as this is a case of neighbors choosing to bind
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themselves. An important distinction in this area of law is between establishment and waiver.
Asking neighbors to, in effect, create law is constitutionally objectionable, but allowing them to
waive an otherwise applicable law is acceptable.186 Similarly, the nature of the use being
regulated is a relevant variable.187 Primarily, state courts have permitted neighbor consent
provisions for “noxious” uses but have disallowed them for other uses.188 Those cases, though,
concern uses nearby but not on the voting owners’ property189 —historic district designation is
different because it binds those who are voting on it. Such an arrangement is more like a
Business Improvement District, the unification of neighboring businesses to restrict and tax
themselves for the good of all of their businesses. 190
VI. Conclusion
Over thirty years ago, concerned citizens who valued old buildings worried that
government forces in Washington lacked the strength and legislation to effectively prevent the
loss of any more historic structures.191 Since then, preservation laws in D.C. have developed into
some of the strongest in the country. Today, preservation in D.C. aims to be an inclusive
movement; its proponents want to provide an informal, flexible process without unnecessarily
adding more complexity and, consequently, less understanding. Mayes says the design review
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process in DC “has by and large been working very well.”192 Tim Denee, architectural historian
at the HPRB, said he cannot remember a case where two sides in conflict over an historic district
alteration or construction issue could not come to a mutual solution. The HPRB gives “great
weight” to the recommendations of ANCs193 and Chairman Boasberg suggested that if a
community drafted its own versions of historic district guidelines, the Board would carefully
consider them.194 McKay asked why DC does not have the certificate of hardship provision that
Massachusetts provides; Denee responded that the HPRB’s position is they do not need that
provision because they “work things out.”195
This focus on flexibility, not needing further processes and reviews, and informal, caseby-case considerations, though accommodating, may conjure one of the most vexing specters the
historic preservation bar faces: the monopolization of authority and re-inscription of existing
power relations. Columbia University Law Professor Patricia Williams describes the differential
treatment that she and her colleague gave to the challenge of finding and securing a new
apartment.196 Mindful of his position as a well-educated white man entering a new community
where few people had power to match his, her colleague shunned the contracts his legal expertise
would have made easy and opted instead for an informal handshake deal. Williams, by contrast,
insisted on formality and a written agreement that articulated possibilities and penalties. A black
woman, she felt that “people would greet and dismiss [her] black femaleness as unreliable,
untrustworthy, hostile, angry, powerless . . .”197 and felt she needed writing to help equalize
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power. Despite her extensive education and distinguished career, she knew her appearance
conveyed less power and she sought contract to equalize that appearance.
Preservation faces an analogous dilemma. Formalization does risk alienating residents
who would otherwise participate as speakers at public hearings, but a formalized voting process
offers greater possibilities for community building. Barone explained that nearly all property
owners vote in New Haven because the issue of preservation so affects the buildings in which
they live or invest.198 Rather than the HPRB needing to judge support in a community for a
proposed historic designation solely from ANC recommendations and words from those who
take the time to attend evening meetings and business day hearings, a vote would offer the
HPRB a concrete record of support in a neighborhood. The risk, of course, is that an important,
historic neighborhood would be lost as a designated district if voted down, but the HPRB’s
recognition that designation without support is unwise renders this risk already existent.199
The legitimacy of preservation as a community building endeavor depends on its ability
to issue appropriate responses to, and be able to compromise with, anti-preservation sentiments.
Writes Thomas Palmer, Executive Director of the Ohio Preservation Alliance, preservationists
must “admit, albeit begrudgingly, that their point of view is not completely without merit. We
can develop an internal, accepted framework of accepted historic value, backed by legions of
trained experts, but, in the end, we are dealing with an imprecise process.”200 The intent of the
D.C. Regulations “is to promote the protection, enhancement, and perpetuation of properties of
historical, cultural, and aesthetic merit in the interests of the health, prosperity, and welfares of
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the people of the District of Columbia.”201 The Regulations also cite the fostering of civic pride
in past accomplishments202 and promoting the use of landmarks and historic districts for the
education, pleasure, and welfare of the people of D.C.203 Formally bringing community voices
into the discussion of what is important under these Regulations is essential. Few would deny
that historic preservation works a public benefit—irreplaceable old buildings may lend a sense of
place, may educate about neighborhood history, or may simply stand as examples of sturdier,
finer forms of construction from another time. But this benefit can compete with other goods,
such as inexpensive housing maintenance, creative modern design or profitable expansion. In
this clash of competing goods, the most important aspect of any choice made among them is not
necessarily why the choice is being made and whether history has anything to do with it, but
who, precisely, is making that choice. A vote of property owners in favor of historic designation
operates as a gauge of interest and a buy-in that will ease enforcement; it builds preservation’s
credibility and allows the community to articulate its goals in a way that make the tools Rose
describes more valuable.
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